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Motivatrion and goal

● Magnetic field effects on two-pion correlation  

● Finite volume pion condensation effects in two-pion correlation

● Anisotropy effects (cylinder)



  

Outline

Non-equilibrium chemical potential

Finite size pion condensation effects

Pion wave function in homogeneous magnetic field

2-pion correlator with fixed pion multiplicity

Results 

Colnclusion and outlook 



  

Non-equilibrium statistics with pion condensation 
and finite volume effects

●  Out of equilibrium effective chemical potential

      → Approximately contant number of pions

●  Finite volume increases pion ground state contribution (pion condensation)



  

Letessier,Rafelski,PRC59(1999)947
Non-equilibrium statistical hadronization model

Begun,Florkowski,Rybczynski,
PRC90(2014)014906

non-eq. chemical potential

transverse momentum spectra of pions in the low-pT region

near condensation critical chemical potential

at freezout temperatures



  

BEC in a box 

condensed normal

Begun,Florkowski,
PRC91(2015)054909

Begun, Gorenstein 
PRC77(2008)064903



  

Freezeout temperatures

Densities in semicentral collision

Magnetic field effects

Ayala,Mercado,Villavicencio
PRC95(2017)014904



  

Two-pion correlation function in a finite
volume and within a magnetic field



  

wave function quantization under cylindrical hard wall boundaries

normalization constants

energy eigenvalues

quantized momentum in z-direction

confluent hypergeometric function



  

wave function quantization under cylindrical hard wall boundaries

boundary condition



  

2-pion correlation function

statistical weight

chemical potential is obtainted by fixing N



  

set of external parameters

configuration space
momentum space

Results
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Results

non monotonic function of P
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Results

Tempeatrure and magnetic field reduce ground state contribution.
For qB > 0.5 m² it looks like a discrete transition, but it is not.



  

Conclusions

Outlook



  

Conclusions

Outlook THANKS!
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